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Events of 2020 + 2021 shape world

• What is Emerging?

• What is Humanity Tending towards?

The events and crises of 2020 + 2021 are like no other in recent times. Here in just the US alone, 3 major crises are still unfolding.

1. A raging pandemic that has devastated people’s lives and economy, and killed close to 600,000 people in the US.

2. Political: The previous American President who was callous, un-repentant and completely inept in providing leadership in 
helping to lead and heal the nation through a political, economic, and health crisis. Due to his actions or inaction, he lost the 
Election in November and was replaced with a leader, President Biden, who is now in charge  exemplifies a much greater 
ability for leadership and integrity in leading the nation out of the crisis.

3. ….and the third major crisis is violence against Racial groups

Looking to derive an esoteric meaning, we must understand there are greater influential energies behind these crises. We might ask:

• What is emerging in the consciousness for humanity and what is humanity tending towards?

o For literally hundreds of years, Humanity has been influenced by the urge and tendency to unify. The Service 
Worker, in whatever field and who is sensitive to impression, works individually or in a group through various 
governments, scientists, religions, and cultures in an effort to work together towards a common goal instead of 
competitively and separately. This is the ideal. 

• I’ll also review how are the Rays and Seed Groups are influencing the World situation?

• And…we’ll also consider how leadership as an expression of the Will….at the Political level….is aiding or hindering in this 
process?

• For this talk, I’m leaning towards Political leadership as the principal influence and catalyst for bringing forth right-
leadership through knowledge, wisdom, and right-guidance towards practicing right human relations with all the 
facets of our society.
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Incoming   7th Ray

Ending Cleavage

Incoming Aquarian Energies

Incoming Aquarian Energies

The conflict, confusion, chaotic change, and disruption of our times that seemingly leaves so many people in despair, is due to shifting energy flows as one 
age and ray passes out of activity….and another age and energy pattern comes into influence.  It is the final years of the Stage of the Forerunner, which 
ends in 2025. One of the prime activities of the NGWS are about dissipating glamour and illusion on the inner and outer planes.

At this transitional time, much that is old and familiar is called into question, and is passing out. This has been the 6 th Ray represented by a “Me Only” and 
selfish mindset. But simultaneously, the incoming 7th ray energy of Aquarius is superseding the 6th ray with new pattens and relationships, which in many 
ways remains unclear and vaguely formed.

The 7th ray of Synthesis is pouring into the world with a transformational energy demanding an end of the present cleavage between the inner spiritual realm 
and outer material world. 

To bring harmony out of chaos, the NGWS seek to bring balance between the higher incoming spiritual energies and with those whose focus is on the lower 
18 subplanes. This process could be described about how the higher energies of the incoming 7th ray energies of Aquarius and from Hierarchy are 
represented as a transformative spiritual tension for mankind.

Many of the leaders of today are influenced by this tension, and we understand that right leadership comes for those members of the NGWS in virtually all 
the Seed Groups who act on impression from Hierarchy. They are invoking higher reasoning for the current political, social, and economic upheavals to 
remedy crises. 

• Service workers are holding the mindset that to bring the nation and planet out of this pandemic….that we must care for our selves and others by 
practicing a form of purification on the physical plane, such as through hand washing, wearing Masks, and Social distancing. 

• With such guidance, leaders are presenting a higher vision to the everyday man of what it means to be responsible in a civil and social context.  
As a result, the everyday man is being taught to re-orient his mind to become responsible. This imposed thoughtform requires him to clear away 
anything that blocks this type of spiritual viewpoint.

• Right Leadership also includes responsibly reporting the truth with regards to science and the pandemic; In addition it involves right allocation of 
resources to help individuals and the economy

• Ideally, these actions result in bringing people together and working in cooperation towards a positive outcome….admittedly … forced on occasion, 
but working out through Society and through each Seed Group.
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Opposing forces of 

Personality and the Soul

World Arjuna

World Arjuna

In the Bhagavad Gita, Arjuna and Krishna are on the battlefield amidst the 
fighting….Krishna representing the Soul tells Arjuna he must seek guidance and act 
from the higher spiritual energy. 

The concept of the “World Arjuna” is actually a metaphor for today where the conflict 
between the existing materialistic domination must be overcome and allow spiritual 
control.

Arjuna as a disciple, stands bewildered between the opposing forces of the 
Personality and the Soul. He wonders where his duty lies. Taking the World Arjuna 
metaphor into today’s context, Arjuna also represents the symbolic leader with vision 
that can see his way through a given crisis. The present social and economic 
situation is considerably astral-based and is an outcome of desire and selfish urges 
by forces that seek to control the physical plane. 

With the old 6th Ray patterns of separatism, greed and selfishness in the world, they 
run counter to the new focus of the incoming Aquarian influence. As a result, there is 
a strong demand for resolving the existing separative mindsets around such issues of 
racism and Conservatism, which block or thwart the higher energies.
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The Waning

6th Ray is 

still 

influential

Crisis and 

Tensions

Crisis and Tensions

The NGWS are helping to illuminate humanity with the concept for practicing cooperation and goodwill as a primary activity. This idea 
is helping mankind shift from a mindset of “selfishness, and separation" towards a group or global consciousness of cooperation and 
unity. 

We need our leaders to learn to create a new Intentionality by making all of our lives’ activities that of higher group purpose through 
compassion, cooperation, and goodwill. With right guidance, whether by individual or from our leaders, a shift in the social, religious, 
economic, scientific, and political spheres will eventually bring about an unfoldment of human consciousness towards practicing right 
human relations and establishing the Kingdom of God on Earth.

Currently, the 6th Ray, although waning is still influencing the political, social, and economic sectors of society. Of immediate concern, 
this effects how the COVID-19 crisis is being handled and reveals how right human relations IS and IS NOT working out.

• The previous American President abdicated his presidential responsibility and said the pandemic should be downplayed. His 
mindset also negatively effected some of the minds of leaders in other countries, such as Brazil, Hungary, and temporarily 
Great Britain. By his rhetoric and actions or inaction, a sizeable portion of the population were misled. This caused people 
NOT to wear masks or practice methods for protecting themselves, or others, and stalled all attempts towards bringing the 
whole of the population into cooperation.

o This misinformation and failed leadership undoubtedly cost hundreds of thousands of lives. Without a national 
unified leadership, this made the COVID-19 crisis much worse and nearly impossible to contain. The damage of 
wrong leadership and use of speech continues well into 2021.

• One another note, looking at how the 5th Ray influences, we observe that…that same American President had been fueling 
conspiracy theories, racial hatred and violent protests. This generated a Crisis of Belief creating glamour and illusion in the 
mass consciousness. This is still a problem we’re still dealing with.

The message here, is that the individual, just as Leaders in government must know and speak the truth and purge any limiting 
thoughtforms to advance the Soul’s desire for the nation and citizenry to evolve and serve its higher Will and purpose.
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Nature of Will

Freewill vs. Divine Will 

The Nature of Will?

An initial discussion about Will is about whether man is driven by his own freewill OR Divine will.

Freewill is closely linked to the concepts of moral responsibility, which apply only to actions that are freely chosen.

When man becomes spiritually awake, he can put himself in a position where he could take advantage of these forces, or not….simply by an act of will with his mind.

When the “awakening” man begins to be motivated by a higher spiritual vibrations, his sense of freewill changes.

We know that in an esoteric context, people can meet and use their wills for meditation to become an energetic influence on the inner planes, such as by using the Great Invocation,
meditation, or prayer for healing. This type of expression constitutes a force for good.

Divine Will

This higher will coming from Shamballa represents the “Will-to-Good”.

• As man spiritually evolves, and his personality is becoming integrated with the Soul, his sensitivity to the higher impulse and will power increases.

Eventually, the Personality learns how the Divine Will works in and through his consciousness by wielding energy and force through the power of his will.

The spiritual man does this as he is learning to express the higher will in service.
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Harmlessness 

Truth Telling

Right Leadership and 

Use of the Will

Right Leadership and Use of the Will

We understand Will is the energy that is behind a leader’s power and is associated 

with 1st Ray expression. It is always a question of a leader’s intention and motivation 

as how that power is used. For the members of the NGWS and men and women of 

goodwill, they use this 1st Ray energy combined with the mind and the heart–

consciously and intelligently when they are effecting positive and creative 

manifestation. 

Over the last number of years, we have observed the lower expression of the Will  by 

leaders around the world who have attacked peaceful pro-Democracy demonstrator 

in Belarus, Hong Kong, Myramar and the United States. In just the US, demonstrators 

were violently put down by the previous American President in the wake of killing of 

George Floyd, and other members of the Black community.

When a leader’s lower desire nature is dominated by the Soul’s will, he is driven and 

impulsed by a higher motivation with his decisions. As a result, personal self-interest 

is superseded. Ideally, this would enable right human relations among all people in 

the nation and help move it closer towards taking the 1st Initiation.
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Enabling Right Human Relations

Through Harmlessness and

Truth Telling

Enabling Right Human Relations 

For practicing Right Human Relations,  Alice Bailey wrote in “Light of the Soul”:

"Harmlessness and truth to all beings are energies that if practiced, the disciple would be “perfect” in his relationship with other people and for 
enabling right human relations in the physical and astral realms”. 

If these are practiced, the individual just as the nation would be “perfect” their his relationship with other people and with the subtle realms. 

For the present, we hold that all individuals, Politicians, Scientists, Educators and Medical Professionals practice:

1. Harmlessness: This involves man's physical acts as they related to the expression of force or the energy he generates through his physical plane 
activities, especially towards others. This is learning to tame the lower Will.

2. Leaders should also be practicing Truth-Telling: This directly relates to the right use of speech, and imparting truth and being transparent in all that 
he expresses through the medium of the voice and the Media.

When the Service Worker embraces these commandments he becomes the caretaker of his own evolution and thus influences his environment.

• The NGWS uses Will as a focused energy for fulfilling group purpose and as a force for good in the world. Their influence causes a refinement in 
society’s psyche, thereby causing the lower substance of conflict and separatism to come to the surface and be redeemed.

o Movements, such as Black Lives Matter and anybody demanding transparency and “truth-telling”, are representing  subjective ideas or 
concepts that are waiting to become externalized.

o For those people who hear the calling, whether consciously or subconsciously,  they are laying groundwork for the possibility of Ex. of 
Hierarchy + Reappearance of the Christ.
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Conflict and

Principle of 

Harmony

Healing Cleavages

Healing Cleavages

Looking at other influential rays, an analysis of the 4th Ray shows that it acts as a harmonizing or leveling 
out energy and indicates how Humanity is like a great crucible on the inner planes. As goodwill develops 
in consciousness, it is bringing existing cleavages in the political, religious, social and economic life of 
people to the surface. The revelation of cleavage is always accompanied by efforts along all possible 
lines to heal the cleavage. This is being accomplished in stages by NGOs, non-profits, and all people 
that want to remove all barriers to right human relationships. 

A concept to grasp in understanding the 4th Ray energy is that it is about Conflict. “From Rays 
Initiations”, DK summarizes that the concept of conflict is a controlling factor in human affairs….and it is 
a counter-force working with the Principle of Harmony. It produces the strains and the stresses which will 
lead to a crises of discrimination….leading to right choice…..and finally, to liberation. When speaking of 
Conflict and even the process of Conflict Resolution, we understand:

• That Conflict produces points of crisis…..then a point of tension, and…..eventually a point of 
emergence.

• This Principle of Conflict is preparing the way for the return of the Christ, Who will inaugurate the 
new era of harmony.

As with the individual disciple, or even nation…..he learns to create harmony within, by reconciling all 
conflict. This would set an example individually and at the national level.
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“All disease is a result of 

inhibited Soul life”

Pandemic – An Opportunity 

for Positive Change

Pandemic – An Opportunity for positive Change

Since early 2020, we have all observed that the pandemic has moved across the planet and resulted in 
the deaths of over 3 million people and caused untold disruption of people’s lives – socially and 
economically. 

For Humanity… in places around the world, people have been moving through this tough period of 
unrest through determination, innovation, and creativity. The pandemic has presented the possibility of 
moving towards greater awareness in how to work on the inner and outer planes. It has been a time for 
demonstrating how right human relations HAS and HAS NOT worked out.

Regarding disease, the Tibetan says from “Esoteric Healing”,  “All disease is a result of inhibited Soul 
life, and is true for all forms and all kingdoms”….. in essence, disease appears where there is a lack 
of alignment or harmony that exists between the form life and the life aspect of the Soul. 

Inhibited Soul life also refers to an understanding that by NOT practicing cooperation and goodwill, 
disharmony will block the life of the Soul from coming through and guiding the individual’s 
consciousness. 

Through voluntary and a forced action in society, such as social distancing, hand washing, and wearing 
a mask this has represented a form of purification and a lesson in the right use of the heart and mind. 
These actions are designed for the individual to practice caring for himself and for others. 

But, the results however have been mixed. The challenge then, has been one of voluntary cooperation 
and psychological reorientation.
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Livingness and 

Spiritual Tension

Soul Expression for enabling 

Right Group Relations

Spiritual Tension “Livingness”

In Discipleship in the New Age I, the Tibetan says:

As long as a man is focused in his personality, the point of spiritual tension of the Soul will evade him…Spiritual tension, as a result of complete
dedication of the personality to the service of Humanity, stimulates and empowers but does not evoke the lower life of the personal self 
towards a higher alignment to the Ashram.

D.K. also describes spiritual tension as the “fixed, immovable Will”. Initially, this tension is from the Soul, but later from the Spiritual Triad as a motivation 
towards service The higher sensed spiritual tension is registered as a thoughtform in the concrete mind, and it motivates the individual to action with
intentionality.

• As much as the individual’s personality is aligned with the Soul, he becomes a powerful Soul expression for enabling right individual 
and group relations.  

This tension manifests as being responsible to others, being cooperative, expressing compassion and applying right understanding to what’s needed to 
mitigate crisis.

Spiritual "Livingness" in contrast to spiritual tension is a very high level of Soul expression and involves letting the vital life of the Soul to freely move through
the spiritual seeker’s lower mental, emotional, and physical vehicles through ALL his activities. From this, the “mental and emotional life” of the individual is 
conditioned by impulse and illumination from the Soul, thus making the mind aligned with “right thinking” and orientation.

Over the last year, we’ve seen frequent examples of livingness through the actions of the medical staff at hospitals who are treating COVID-19 patients, 
such as nurses, doctors and those administering vaccinations…as they are practicing healing with harmlessness and compassion.

• Also, around the world, peaceful protesters are responding to spiritual tension by tending towards self-determination and a 
repudiation of violence in favor of mediation and conflict resolution between governments, economies and cultures.
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Seed Groups are Outposts of 

Hierarchical Intention

Seed Group Activity during the Pandemic

The Tibetan tells us from “From Rays Initiations”, that all SGs are outposts of 

Hierarchical intention and consciousness. The Hierarchy intends that each Group 

becomes a magnetic and focal point of energy with the intent of creating that same 

energy on the physical plane. 

Currently, spiritual seekers are active in all the Seed or Service Groups and their 

activities help to subjectively transform civilization with the objective of impressing the 

Plan on leaders of the 10 Service Groups. This will bring about a cohesion and 

revitalization that will eventually establish each Group as a powerful focal point for the 

planet.

Since early 2020, the crisis of the Pandemic continues to dominate the minds of 

leaders in countries around the world and this has caused most Seed Groups to be 

very busy in both inner and outer plane manifestation.

Let’s analyze the involvement of the Seed Groups around the world, regardless of 

country.
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Seed Group Activity during 

the Pandemic

SG-1 Telepathic 

Communicators

SGl-2 Trained 

Observers-

SG-3 Magnetic 

Healers

Seed Group Activity during the Pandemic

SG-1 Telepathic Communicators

Working on the mental plane, they telepathically influence leading people so they can 
be impressed with the need change the direction of thoughts of the lower 18 
subplanes. This helps them design policies to become constructively useful and 
ultimately for world good. The activity of the Telepathic Communicators impulses like-
minded people to work together by supporting thoughtforms and actions that enable 
higher soul energies to work out through rhetoric for successful outcome

• The activity of the Telepathic Communicators impulses like-minded people to 
work together by supporting thoughtforms and actions that enable higher soul 
energies to work out and establish telepathic rapport with disciples of all Rays.

• Their actions can be seen in facilitating collaborative efforts in Gov’t, the 
economy, Education, with healthcare workers, scientists, and the Arts through 
Zoom technology

SGl-2 Trained Observers

The Trained Observers primary objective is to dispel glamour and illusion on the astral plane. They employ “right observation” of 
events and situations and report facts and “truth”.

• Working largely through the Broadcast media and through certain Gov't officials, they inform the public about the COVID-19 
crisis on all levels. by making ideas more easily understood, and in so doing allowing people to obtain the essence of truth 
about the problem. 
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SG-3 Magnetic Healers

Healers function is to heal the personality and dissipate disease. 

We observe, all healthcare workers are “magnetic healers”; they help in a practical 

sense with administering COVID-19 treatments and vaccines.
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SG-5 Political Organizers

SG-7 Scientific Observers

SG-4 Educators

SG-10 Creative Workers

Seed Group Activity during the Pandemic….Cont’d

SG-5 Political Organizers

Workers in this group facilitate “right” political Mgmt of ideas and pro-social behavior. They have the power of impact and break up and destroy any old forms that hinder….a 1st Ray energy. 
Their intent is to make room for the new emerging ideas.

• Politicians +Gov’t Officials are managers and mitigators of crises related to COVID-19.

• Ideally, their activity is a form of “Truth through knowledge”, i.e. bringing conscious awareness towards others, such as encouraging the public to wear a mask and practice social distancing.

• SG-5 Political Organizers coordinate with 7Th Ray workers to help other Ray types be successful during the rollout of vaccines and facilitate economic recovery efforts. This is done ideally with right logistical management and coordination.

We have seen this in the US through:

o Doctors, e.g. Dr. Fauci and others providing straight info on the virus and encouraging “right social activity” during the pandemic

o And…..by spokespersons in government that are helping to stimulate the economy and help people who out of work.

SG-7 Scientific Observers

In the last year, the 5th Ray was quite active in the public’s eye, with Scientists developing and rolling out COVID-19 vaccines. Scientist- spokespersons communicate “right behavior and activity” during pandemic.

• Also,  since early 2020, we note the World Health Organization coordinated, cooperated and shared data with scientists, physicians and drug Manufacturers around the world to develop vaccines to thwart the spread of the virus.

SG-4 Educators

• During this time, we saw the expansion of adult education.  Although most children could not attend in-person classes, they continued learning and thriving via Zoom.

SG-10 Creative Workers

• Although mostly out of work, people in the Creative Arts and Entertainment community also remained active with performances in music, art, dancing and singing using Zoom.

Overall, virtually every Seed Group use Zoom technology as it was a significant tool for helping people stay connected.
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A   New 

Opportunity

A New Opportunity

Finally……as the 7th ray energy of Aquarius is pouring into the world. Its transformational energy of Synthesis demands the end of the 
present cleavage between the inner spiritual realm and outer material world. This involves the principle of sharing of resources and is 
one of essential conditions for the Externalization and the Reappearance.

If we are wanting to establish harmony within our society and emerge from the current chaos, then we must recognize the dynamic 
where harmonious forces seek to bring balance between the higher spiritual energies and the tensions of the lower 18 subplanes 
where the majority of humanity resides. By understanding this dynamic, mankind can be liberated from the imprisonment of 
materialistic conditions of the form nature.

• We understand that right leadership comes FOR those members of the NGWS in all the SGs who act on impression from 
their Soul and the Hierarchy. They are invoking higher reasoning to remedy crises related to political, social, and economic 
upheavals.

• Rightly-motivated leaders can act on spiritual impulse to bring their nation and planet out of this pandemic

….they are presenting a vision and understanding that all citizens must become responsible and re-orient the mind in a civil 
and social context. As much as this can be practiced, the everyday man is being taught to become responsible. This 
imposed thoughtform activity requires him to clear away anything that blocks this type of spiritual viewpoint.

• Right Leadership involves truth telling with regards to science and the pandemic; right allocation of resources to help 
individuals + the economy

• Ideally, these actions result in right human relations working out through Society and through each Seed Group.

…..close with quote from DINA I.:

“Disciples must now organize for a steady united effort. This must take the form of a closer cooperation between all groups and a 
standing together in a closer relationship, thus strengthening each others' hands and, where possible, pooling resources. It should 
result also in a united push forward of all spiritual and occult agencies and the carrying of the truth along all possible lines, down 
among the masses of men”.
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